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McKenzi and Justin — the story of unconditional love 
that didn’t judge a book by it’s cover.

He loved kids.
She loved kids.
And that is where the love stopped, but the story starts.

AND as the chapter of their courtship concludes, we are 
anxious to see how the sequel of marriage continues 

in the blessed lives of our children. We are proud of Mr. and 
Mrs. Harris and we thank you for joining us today to show 
your love and support of this new couple. 

God bless you and thank you. 

The Families of Justin and McKenzi Harris.

1 Corinthians. 16:14 – Do everything in love.

Justin 
and 
McKenzi

The Harris  
reside in Nixa, 
Missouri.
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Wûøā àöÞøāčü  ÖĂććĂā ôā÷ ÝĈĆćüā ÛôąąüĆ ŰąĆć Āøć¿ 
each were following God s call  to care for others.  

êĂąþüāú ôć ćûø ãôąþöąøĆć ×ôČöôąø üā æăąüāúŰøÿ÷Î 
McKenzi was completing her degree in elementary 

education and Justin 
was perfecting his 
gifts of music and 
ministry. 

She looked high-
maintainance,  he 
thought. 

Was he as wild
as he looked?  she 
thought. 

But while McKenzi 
and Justin were 
teaching their 
students   God had 
a lesson uniquely in 
mind for them. 

The LORD does not look at the things 
man looks at. Man looks at the outward 
appearance, but the LORD looks at the 

heart.   1 Samuel 16:7

Or perhaps just like Mr. Darcy and Miss Bennett in 
what was to become one of their favorite books 

and movies, Pride and Prejudice, Mr. Harris and Miss 
ÖĂććĂā ÿĂĂþø÷ ăôĆć ćûøüą ŰąĆć üĀăąøĆĆüĂāĆ ôā÷ Ċøāć 
Ăā ćûøüą ŰąĆć ÷ôćø ćĂĊôą÷ ô ÿôĆćüāú ąøÿôćüĂāĆûüăÁ 

FąĂĀ ćûøüą ŰąĆć sweet tea  date to their 
committed  I do s  , McKenzi and Justin have 

grown sweet on each other in a way that only God 
could design. 

McKenzi Cotton and Justin Harris were married in 
a beautiful private ceremony in Eureka Springs, 

Arkansas on July 31, 2010 and are now at home in 
Nixa, Missouri with Tank, their very wild but 
wonderful dog. 

Justin s gifts continue 
to grow through music, 

song writing and sound-
work while continuing 
to instruct and nurture 
young lives at the day 
care. 

McKenzi  teaches 
kindergarten at Spar-

ta Elementary, enjoying 
and experiencing the fun 
ôā÷ ùąĈĆćąôćüĂā Ăù ŰĉøÀ
year-olds.


